River Bank Primary Knowledge Organiser
Key Vocabulary

Year Three

Pitch– how high or low a note is
Duration– how long a note is

Spring
Music - Pitch
Sofa Scale
To sing, use the hands actions and play on chime bars; 5 notes from the
sofa scale.

Texture – layers of sound in a piece of music
Notation– music in a written form

It can be in simple form

or as musical notes

Ensemble – group of musicians
Compose – to create a piece of music
Interval – the difference/ relationship between two notes
Pulse – the steady beat
Rhythm - follows the pattern of words, it is often different to the
pulse
Ostinato – a repeated rhythm pattern

Notation for this term

Ta – 1 beat
Crotchet

Te-te – ½ ½
quavers

Composer for the half term

Rest - 1

So – Sophie
Mi – Mikhail
La - Lara
Do –Dodi
Re - Raymond
Can you remember these songs you have learnt?
Pumpkin Pumpkin
Cobbler Cobbler
Goodbye Everyone

Bobby Shafto

Hot Cross Buns

We all have different faces

Tinker Tailor
Ludwig van Beethoven (1770–1827)
Born: Germany 1770
Died: 1827 Vienna, Austria.
Type of Music: Classical music
Some famous pieces:
Für Elise, ‘Moonlight’ Sonata, Symphony No. 5, ‘Ode to Joy’
Other facts
•
He was one of the greatest composers of classical music ever!
•
In later life he became totally deaf.
•
His father forced him to practice the keyboard for hours and hours.
•
He was often quite grumpy and scruffy!
•
His music was so original that he started a whole new type of music (called
romantic).

What does ‘pitch’ mean?
a) how long a note is

b) how high or low a note is

Ta is musically know as…
a) a quaver
b) a crotchet

c) the layers of sound

d) a loud or quiet the sound is

c) two quavers

What is the notation for ta-a?

a)

b)

How would you chant this rhythm?

d)

or
c)

a) one a penny
c) we will copy you

What is the notation for te-te?
a)

b)

d) a minum

b) hot cross buns
d) tinker tailor soldier sailor

What does ostinato mean?
d)

c)
or

a) the layers of the music
b) a repeated rhythm pattern
c) how long a note is
d) how high or low a note is

What is texture?
a) follows the patterns of the words b) layers of sound

Who is the composer for this half term?
a)
John Williams
b) Mozart

c) the beat of the music

c)

d) how long a note is

Which of these is not a SOFA Scale name?
a) Richard
b) Lara
c) Mikhail

d) Sophie

Beethoven

d) Brahms

Which of these facts are false?
a) He became deaf
b) He was always cheerful
c)

He wrote classical music d) He played the piano

